
By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: The Embassy of the United States of
America held its annual Independence Day cele-
bration at its premises in Bayan on Tuesday
evening. During the celebration, Minister of Foreign
Affairs Sheikh Salem Al-Sabah expressed his sin-
cere congratulations to the US leadership, govern-
ment and people on this occasion, wishing contin-
ued progress and prosperity of the bilateral strate-
gic partnership that connects the two countries.

Sheikh Salem praised the deep-rooted and his-
torical relations between Kuwait and the United
States, which have witnessed 61 years of diplomatic
ties and 31 years of relations since the liberation of
Kuwait, stressing the depth of these relations in all
fields and on all levels in a growing way, which
achieves common interests of the two countries
and their peoples.

“We celebrate in honor of the 246th anniversary
of the independence of the United States of
America. This is our first Independence Day cele-
bration together since the beginning of the

COVID-19 pandemic. I am delighted to be hosting
you tonight,” said James Holtsnider, Charge
d’Affaires at the US Embassy. “Two and a half cen-
turies ago, with a shining vision for the future and a
belief in a greater nation, the signing of the
Declaration of Independence launched our world
into a new age of democracy. We all know that
democracy and independence are not achieved
overnight. It is both an honor and hard work. It
requires unstinting dedication to improve, make
and remake your nation with every election and
every voice. It takes persistence and devotion, but
it is a task we happily take on.”

Holtsnider congratulated Kuwait on the success-
ful elections a few weeks ago. “Kuwait has been,
and will always be, a model for democratic institu-
tions in the region. Kuwait is an important interna-
tional partner and we are looking forward to work-
ing with the new government on the global issues
that will shape the future for all of us,” he said.

Holtsnider affirmed that US and Kuwait have
long stood together as partners, allies and friends,
noting that this year marks the seventh decade of

diplomatic ties between the two countries, and the
31st anniversary of Operations Desert Shield and
Desert Storm, when the United States led a coali-
tion of 35 countries that brought an end to the Gulf
War and liberated Kuwait.

“In the short year that I have been here, Kuwait
has been a terrific ally on some of the most difficult
issues facing the world. When Russia unjustifiably
invaded Ukraine, Kuwait stood with us on the right
side of history and cosponsored the UN resolution,
and provided humanitarian aid to the people of
Ukraine. Also, special thanks to His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
for his help and his approval of the safe transit and
evacuation of thousands of Americans, Afghans and
people from many other countries through Kuwait
to onward destinations,” Holtsnider said.

He expressed his appreciation of the support of
the people of Kuwait. “We are proud to have part-
nered with Kuwait. Without Kuwait’s partnership,
financial support and collaboration over the years,
we would not be able to come together for events
like this,” Holtsnider added.
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Established 1961 

Never tell people how to do things. Tell
them what to do, and they will surprise
you with their ingenuity.” - Gen George S

Patton
Every era has its own circumstances, conse-

quences and missions, and there is dire need for
extensive periodic review for what has passed, to
look into the present and expect what will happen
tomorrow. This is why I found it important to
speak about some observations that are important
and have influence in fulfilling hopes of develop-
ment and correcting plans amid the importance of
the current stage due to the change of many in the
front row in the new government. Also, the new
parliament is expected to be in harmony with the
government due to the close political approaches
among them.

The start will be with the posts of governors
and mayors, and those who monitor the work of
governorate administrations in Kuwait. There is no
real influence in the administration and develop-
ment of the governorate. Even the post or entity
known as “area mayor” has no actual influence,
which made many wonder whether appointments
in these important posts are a formality. 

If we look closely, we notice that they indeed
are only a formality with prestigious names that
may be considered a reward for a certain person-
ality, for social influence that will not go beyond
that. I do not think there is a government that
intends to work with a sound and successful
administration and leave such matters without an
actual remedy.

The above does not mean that such posts
should be scrapped; but there is supposed to be a
true will to activate the posts in a way suitable for
expected jobs they are supposed to carry out or
supervise. These posts are registered as sovereign,
such as governor, and they are supposed to be
occupied by qualified personalities, scientifically
and practically, and appointments should only be
made according to accurate and transparent rules. 

I remember a few years back there was com-
petition for a mayor’s post between several per-
sons. The actual competition was over wasta, the
most important standard for appointment, under
the knowledge of concerned authorities, of
course. Here we ask: Does the government have
the right to speak about administrative reform,
while such logic-defying behavior is done under
its own watch?

There is no doubt that the most important
administrative reform is its departure, and this is
what took place lately. So among the most impor-
tant duties of any government is to plan and exe-
cute developmental jobs of all forms in a way that
achieves the country’s public interest, and this
requires qualified human cadres able to administer
such duties. Maybe the post of governor or mayor
are important posts for supervision and monitor-
ing, and require granting realistic authorities so
that they can participate in the development sys-
tem and not only be a scarecrow!

A final and important notice, directed at the
government entity concerned with these posts: If
authorities are not given to these posts, they
should be canceled. The money saved should be
spent on other parts of the budget so they may be
more beneficial. But for the situation to remain as
is, we are talking about an honorary post with no
benefit or return!

We are going through a time when no appease-
ments are accepted. As time goes by, respected
countries develop, advance, present tangible
achievements and activate the authorities in a way
that agrees with the law. There is no room for hon-
orary posts that have no expectations of achieve-
ment from them!
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MPs support 
workers in 
oil sector
KUWAIT: A number of MPs includ-
ing Dr Mohammed Al-Mahan and
Majid Al-Mutairi have announced
that they support issues of workers
in the oil sector, particularly on the
issue of frontliners award.

The announcement came when the
vice president of KPC Workers Union,

Mohammed Al-Ajmi and a number of
members met them. “Members of the
Union have attended the parliamentary
budget session and met the MPs who
affirmed their support,” said Al-Ajmi. 

The frontliner award is a priority
along with the exchange of annual
leaves for cash and the retroactive
credit of housing allowance among
other requests. “The MPs have
affirmed that their requests are
deserving and have to be admitted
because they impact a large number
of Kuwaiti citizens who worked dur-
ing the COVID pandemic for the
service of the nation,” Al-Ajmi added.

Information
minister chairs
GCC meeting
RIYADH: The Kuwaiti Minister of
Information, Culture and the Minister
of State for Youth Affairs
Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi chaired on
Wednesday the Kuwaiti delegation
partaking in the 26th meeting of the
GCC ministers of culture. 

The participating officials dis-

cussed a resolution that had been tak-
en by the GCC ministerial cultural
council on protection of religious, eth-
ical and family values in communities
of the regional countries, re-examined
resolutions of the 25th meeting of this
level, Al-Ola GCC Summit declaration
and the GCC cultural strategy for
2020-2030. They also touched on
developing a vision on joint action
between the cultural and tourist sec-
tors, organizing book fairs, examined
the covenant for preserving the GCC
architectural heritage and debated the
need for attaching concern for the
Arabic language. —AFP

Child abuse:
Parents need
to be on alert
By Majd Othman

KUWAIT: An education
ministry teacher was
arrested for allegedly
molesting six children. He
also threatened the chil-
dren if they reported the
incidents to their parents.
This crime has shocked the
public, not to mention the
psychological state of par-
ents, who are under shock
after what their children
went through. The most
important question that
arises is who is to be blamed for the horrors that
these children experienced?

Kuwait Times discussed the issue with consultant
and lecturer in mental health Huda Al-Jaser, who
stressed that despite the great stress parents are suf-
fering from after the incident, they are mainly respon-
sible for protecting their children from those monsters,
in addition to monitoring their children’s behavior that
has unquestionably changed after the incident.

“It is well-known that children who are molested
or raped, especially those under five who still cannot
express themselves, express their pain through spe-
cific behaviors such as nightmares, anger or constant
crying. Mothers or guardians will notice there has
been a change in their child’s behavior, but unfortu-
nately there is great neglect in taking care of chil-
dren. It is unbelievable that children have full freedom
to be on the streets and exposed to attack, which
gave the aggressor an opportunity to molest them,”
she added.

Signs that a child is being molested
Jaser pointed out several signs indicate to parents

that a child is being threatened, molested or raped.
“Sometimes, when a child is feeling ashamed, they
can hide. This could be a reason for being angry and
emotional, in addition to them being aggressive and
violent, especially when the child is being threatened

by the molester. If the child is exposed to psycholog-
ical pressures due to regular fears from threats, the
effect of the attack on the child is more aggressive
and the pressures are extremely severe, which could
eventually destroy their life,” she said.

Jaser mentioned parents should take notice if the
immunity of their children is weak or if they are reg-
ularly suffering from illnesses, because a bad mental
state affects the body greatly, and for many it caus-
es diseases or weakness to practice regular daily
life normally.

“Other signs include urinary incontinence, night-
mares and frequently crying for no reason. The child
could express their anger through attacking or hit-
ting their parents aggressively, which is a serious sign
of a mental disorder, a subconscious action by the
child to defend themselves. In addition, some children
try to give a hint to their parents of what they are
exposed to, but some mothers or parents don’t give
them the right attention,” Jaser added, pointing out
some children express their inner pain by hitting
themselves or other kids due to being unable to
express what they are going through.

Reporting a molester 
“Fear from the society over the child’s reputation

mostly leads parents to hide the incident and not
report the crime to the police, which gives the crimi-
nal the freedom to repeat the crime with other kids.
This could be the reason for what happened in the
current case. Despite the fact that the parents are in
great pain from what occurred, the problem is that
people fear the society more. These types of inci-
dents are considered as honor crimes, especially for
us eastern communities whose culture differs from
others,” Jaser said.

Taking care of an abused child
“A child being molested or raped should immedi-

ately be taken to a psychotherapist to be treated,
who should reconstruct the incident with them in a
way that helps them relieve the anger and pain they
feel, in order for new psychological restorations.
Meanwhile, parents should have more awareness on
how to deal with their child, who is a victim. In gen-
eral, parents have to change their way of raising
their children with more attention, increasing super-
vision and awareness in their children and extra care,
not to mention not neglecting their children’s needs,”
Jaser said.

“Characters are nothing but a building from the
past - if it is injured, its growth will be deformed and
needs to be repaired. Education is a care for all
stages of the child until they reach the age when they
are responsible for themselves. Everything the child
is exposed to in their life is locked in their subcon-
scious and begins to appear in the form of mental
images that greatly affect them in the future, aware-
ness and daily dealings. We see many adults suffering
from strange dreams that take them back to certain
stages in their lives, because these things were deep
and needed psychological treatment, especially those
who suffered from sexual assault,” she said.

“The child also needs psychological treatment
because they will certainly be affected and need a
quick rescue process. There are children who are
sexually harassed more than once and are under
threat from the offender, which may lead them to drift
towards the same behavior as the offender or severe
negative behaviors. They may get used to this type of
abuse and become addicted to it - in other words,
the abuse becomes counterproductive on the child,”
Jaser explained.

Huda Al-Jaser
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